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Disclaimer All advice given and statements and recommendations made in this document are: (i) (ii)



provided in good faith on the basis of information provided by you, third parties and/or otherwise generally available or known to Capgemini at the time of writing; and made strictly on the basis that in no circumstances shall they constitute or deemed to constitute a warranty by Capgemini as to their accuracy or completeness. Capgemini shall not be liable for any loss, expense, damage or claim arising out of, or in connection with, the making of them in this document or for any omission from them.” © Capgemini UK plc 2006
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Introduction Background When a supplier decides to connect to the Defence Electronic Commerce Service (DECS) to trade with the Ministry of Defence’s Purchase to Payment (P2P) system, they need to elect a connectivity method. There are a number of options available, chosen to meet the differing needs and circumstances of suppliers. Some of the options are based on web browsers and are most suitable for a low volume of transactions, but an EDI based option is available for those suppliers wanting to take the transactions in a “message” format, and integrate them into their own internal systems. The EDI connectivity option is • Based on proven, established technology for e-commerce • An exchange of structured messages via a Value Added Network (VAN) • An assured delivery method with a high degree of resilience • Able to process high transaction volumes • Available for UK and non-UK based suppliers. DECS EDI Standard The P2P EDI message set is written to UN/EDIFACT standard and consists of seven external message types – ORDERS (Purchase Orders), ORDCHG (Purchase Order Changes), ORDRSP (Purchase Order Response), DESADV (Despatch Advice/Advance shipping Notification), INVOIC (Invoice), REQOTE (Request for Quotation), QUOTES (Quotations). The standard used for each of these messages types is • Version D • Release 99B • Contr. Agency UN • Revision 11 • Date 1999-09-11 except for QUOTES and REQOTES which use • Version D • Release 02B • Contr. Agency UN • Revision 10 • Date 2003-02-13 Specific requirements for the way these messages are passed between DECS P2P and organisations wishing to trade with the MOD are detailed in a set of interchange specifications which will be provided to a supplier when necessary. (See appendix A for document references) Back-end Integration and EDI software A supplier electing to connect to DECS via EDI has a number of options to handle the messages at their end. For example, they may have a web browser application to view the messages, and either process them directly or pass them onto internal systems (such as ERP systems or Sales Order Processing systems). Alternatively, the messages may pass straight into these “back-end” systems. What a supplier chooses to do at their end is their own responsibility, and as long as the agreed interchange format for messages into and out of DECS is adhered to, this will have no relevance to DECS or the MOD. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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The Purpose of this guide The complexity of an EDI connection to DECS/P2P varies depending on whether the supplier intends to integrate the DECS transactions with their own internal systems, or whether they intend to use software already tested as compatible with DECS P2P. This guide is mainly intended to assist those suppliers aiming for this back-end integration or using software other than Exostar to process the message sets. The following table shows the scenarios where the guide will be of most assistance. If a supplier chooses EDI connectivity and…



The connection is considered…



This guide…



…wants to integrate the MOD transactions into their own internal systems to receive and send the transactions from/to DECS.



…complex



…is essential reading and will provide important information to assist them in carrying out the integration project and enable them to trade electronically with the MOD. This should be considered as a significant IT project in its own right and should be planned and managed accordingly.



…will not be carrying out back-end integration but will be handling messages to/from DECS with some system other than Exostar (either proprietary or bespoke)



…complex



…is essential reading and will provide important information to assist them in carrying out the testing required to ensure that the messages are being passed correctly. In essence, this is similar to the back-end integration as far as DECS is concerned as the messages are coming from an “unknown” source – though the amount of software development or change at the supplier end may be less.



This guide will detail the steps involved in carrying out the project to connect a supplier to DECS. It will define the responsibilities of the various parties involved and how they need to interact to achieve successful completion and will effectively provide a base project plan for the connection project. The guide is also used by all Capgemini P2P Supplier Managers as reference to ensure a consistency of approach when dealing with EDI connection projects. (See following section for a description of what a “Supplier Manager” does) The remainder of the document is written to “you”, the supplier, from “us”, Capgemini and hence will use appropriate tense, style and grammar to maintain this perspective.
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Who’s who in this project? As noted above, connecting your own systems to DECS to trade electronically with the MOD should be considered as a substantial IT project. It is therefore strongly recommended that you assign a project manager to oversee the project and act as a point of contact for us throughout the project. Creating new EDI links and integrating to internal systems (be they commercial “off the shelf” packages or bespoke developments) requires IT expertise – so the project manager should ideally come from the IT area. Other roles you will need to resource during the project: • EDI development • EDI testing • Internal system development, change and testing • Connectivity testing – liaison with value added network (VAN) suppliers • Commercial/contractual input – the commercial/sales staff within your organisation that deal with the MOD commercial officers. It is an IT project to create a functioning connection but the business rules and processes also need to be agreed and in place. A number of our staff will work with you throughout the project to assist you in completing it successfully: • The “Supplier Manager” – will be your “continuity contact” throughout the project and will organise the other areas with whom you need to deal. The supplier manager’s objective is to get you “DECS Ready” – which means that you and your systems are technically able to receive and process orders from the MOD. The Supplier Manager is part of the DECS Registration Services team, based in Bristol. • The “Messaging Support team” – this team, also based in Bristol, support the core DECS infrastructure and in particular the messaging hub that routes all transactions between you and MOD. You may hear them referred to as the “XIB team” – based on the software the hub is created with. This team will carry out all aspects of ensuring that messages pass correctly between you and DECS when testing, and then onto the MOD when you have gone “live”.. • The “DECS Service Desk” – is a single point of contact for you to make any enquiries about, or report problems with, your connectivity to DECS, or anything general about DECS, before and after you go live. The DECS Service Desk can be contacted on +44 (0)870 241 3569 or by email on [email protected] , you should get used to contacting us through this route as the desk will log your call and ensure that someone gets back to you to help you if they cannot answer your question themselves. It is important not to forget that the MOD is also involved! Neither Capgemini nor DECS alter your commercial relationship with the MOD – you still need to contract with the MOD. Your commercial staff and the MOD commercial officers will agree the contract terms and conditions to enable them to run your contract on P2P – your chosen connectivity method will then enable electronic messages to pass between you (via DECS) to operate the contract.



The following tables show “RACI” matrices to summarise the roles and responsibilities within the various phases of this project. A RACI is a matrix that describes how people work together and interact on a project – the acronym stands for Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed. These roles can be explained as • Responsible (“Doer”) - Individual(s) who perform an activity - responsible for action/implementation. R’s can be shared. • Accountable (“Buck stops here”) - The individual who is ultimately accountable, including yes/no authority and power of veto. Only one “A” can be assigned to an activity/decision 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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• •



Consulted – (“In the loop”) - The individual(s) to be consulted prior to a final decision or action is taken. Two-way communication. Informed – (“FYI”) - The individual(s) who needs to be informed after a decision or action is taken. One-way communication.



Connectivity Selection and Decision Phase Capgemini Supplier



Supplier Manager



C



I



R,A



Registering for DECS and selecting EDI connectivity



R,A



C



I



Confirming that EDI is the most suitable option



R,A



C



I



R,A



R,A



I



Kick off meeting



R



R,A



Agreeing contract changes to enable electronic trading



R



I



Requesting that you connect to DECS to trade via P2P



Issuing EDI connectivity documentation Returning forms and information requested



Messaging Support Team



DECS Service Desk



I



MOD



R R,A



Supplier Development & Testing Capgemini Supplier



Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



R



R,A



R



Developing changes required to your internal system(s)



R,A



C



Managing any third parties you employ to supply/develop/enhance/support your internal systems



R,A



Testing changes made – using the test pack we supply as reference



R,A



Raising calls if issues found requiring our assistance/advice



R, A



Resolve issues raised (if our responsibility)



R,A



R



R



R



R,A



R*



R,A



C



Project Task Introducing you to our Support teams (teleconference)



Setting up and documenting regular progress meetings/calls Setting up and maintaining an “issue log” to track issues throughout your project 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006



DECS Service Desk



MOD



C I I



R
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Capgemini Supplier



Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



Confirming your internal testing has successfully completed (via completion certificate)



R,A



I



I



Sending completion certificate to Supplier Manager to arrange start of joint testing



R,A



C



I



R,A



Project Task



Raising system change record to manage remaining project phases (known as an “EARS Change”)



I



DECS Service Desk



MOD



I



I



*Attendance only required when applicable



Connectivity Testing (See later in document for a description of “connectivity testing”) Capgemini



Project Task



Supplier



Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



A



R



Owning and updating EARS change for phase Setting up interconnect agreement between VANs (if necessary)



I



R,A



C



Generating and sending test message(s) to check connection (via VANs)



R



I



R,A



Responding to test message(s) to prove return communication



R,A



I



I



Managing any third parties employed to provide connectivity to your internal systems



R,A C



R,A



Agreeing connectivity testing is complete and successful, and informing Supplier Manager team (via reassignment of the EARS change)



R



DECS Service Desk



MOD



DECS Service Desk



MOD



Confirmation Testing (See later in document for a description of “confirmation testing”)



Capgemini



Project Task



Supplier



Owning and updating EARS change for phase Generating and sending test messages to you 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



R,A



I



R,A
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Capgemini Supplier



Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



Responding to test messages with agreed format responses. (PO Acknowledgement and Invoice)



R,A



R



C



Raising calls if issues found requiring our assistance/advice.



R,A



I



Resolving issues raised (if our responsibility)



R,A



R



R



Managing any third parties employed to develop/support your internal systems



R,A



Project Task



DECS Service Desk



MOD



(Purchase Order and PO Change)



I



Progress meetings/calls



R



R,A



R



Agreeing testing is complete and successful and informing the Registration team (via reassignment of the EARS change)



R



R,A



C



I



R



DECS Service Desk



MOD



I



I



Project Conclusion Capgemini



Project Task



Supplier



Owning and updating EARS change for the phase



Supplier Manager



Messaging Support Team



R,A



Making final connection to the production P2P service



I



I



R,A



Declare supplier as DECS Ready and inform MOD



I



R,A



I



Closing down EARS change.
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Project Plan Appendix E shows a sample template project plan that could be used by your Project Manager to manage the connectivity project. This plan was created using MS-Project 2003, and copies are available in a variety of formats in the EDI registration pack you will receive from DECS. The plan can then be updated, adding or removing tasks as relevant. The tasks currently in the template plan reflect the guidelines given in this document, but the timescales shown are indicative only and would need to be updated with agreed dates following the three way kick-off meeting, and then reviewed/revised throughout the project. We will not be maintaining the project plans for you - it will be your project and plan, and engagement with us at a technical level starts mainly when you inform us that you have completed development and internal testing and wish to commence the final phases of connectivity and confirmation testing. However, throughout your development and test phase we will need to maintain clear visibility of progress so that we can keep the MOD informed where necessary – we will do this via regular teleconference calls.
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Process Outline The diagram below outlines the process for becoming DECS Ready as an EDI connected supplier. The following sections expand each of the steps to detail what is involved.



decs



Secure eBusiness Solutions for the world of Defence



EDI P2P Connection Test Process Changes



Decision



Connectivity Testing



Internal Testing



Confirmation Testing



Live



No



Review Pack



Amend & Test Internal Systems



Test results Match Test pack?



Send Test Confirmation With to Supplier Yes XIB Team Manager



Supplier



Select EDI



Test with Supplier Manager



Returns forms



Confirmation Test with TP



3 way Kick-off Meeting Discuss choice of EDI, message sets, testing etc.



Regular Progress calls during Internal dev & test.
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Configure XIB



Connectivity Test with TP



Set TP “live”



XIB



Process InterConnect forms



Declare as DECS Ready



Supplier Manager & Registration Team



Issue EDI Pack
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Connectivity Selection When you register stage 1 as a potential EDI connected supplier we will start the registration and supplier management process. You will be assigned a supplier manager who will contact the point of contact you nominate to introduce him/herself. It will assist if you are aware of your commercial situation with the MOD at this stage – i.e. do you know if the MOD is ready to migrate contract(s) that you have onto P2P. They may have already agreed new electronic trading terms & conditions with your commercial staff. MOD is phasing the migration of contracts onto P2P and it could be some time before contracts you have will be ready to migrate. However, you will need to allow sufficient time to complete what could be a significant IT project to be ready in time. On the initial call from your supplier manager, we will check that you really do want to go the EDI route and that there is not a more appropriate option for you. We will use the questions below as a basis for this conversation; whilst some of these may seem basic, it is better for all to confirm at this early stage whether EDI is the best option. Question the Supplier Manager will raise….



What you need to consider….



Confirm with you what EDI means – i.e. Electronic Data Interchange using a Value Added Network.



If you are not sure or do not understand, we will suggest that you check with your IT department that your company is set up for EDI. (You may not be an IT person – but the EDI option needs up front IT buy-in. It may be better for us to continue the conversation with an IT representative instead/as well). It can make sense to use the same method for MOD as for other customers, providing the volume merits the changes that may be needed to existing systems.



Do you currently have live EDI connection(s) for other customers? How many purchase orders/invoices do you currently receive/submit to MOD each year?



If significantly less than, say, 300 then you should consider an Internet option. If significantly over 1000 then a message based option such as EDI is most likely to be beneficial.



Do you have a requirement to integrate the messages received from MOD with you own back-office applications?



If so, then full integration will only be possible with message based processing.



Do you have multiple locations (which could include international locations) that need to receive the order?



A message processing option will allow the messages received to be directed to multiple locations/systems. (Web based options will normally just receive documents into a single “in box” from where they are accessed and processed) It is likely that you will need to make a business case to justify these costs.



Are you aware of the initial set-up/development costs and on-going costs that you may incur in order to be able to receive/send EDI messages in the required format? Do you currently process high transaction volumes but not use EDI – e.g. they use XML



DECS does not currently offer an XML option – however Exostar’s MachineLink is a route that could be considered.



Your supplier manager can advise you on the other options available if you are now starting to doubt that EDI is the correct option. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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Kick-off Meeting On the assumption that EDI is the most appropriate option it is recommended that there is a three way meeting (MOD-Supplier-Capgemini) to kick-off the project and set some expectations for all parties. Purpose of Meeting The objective of this meeting (or conference call) is to set the scene for the forthcoming project and make some fundamental decisions on how the P2P process will work for the contract(s) being migrated. Suggested minimum attendees For MOD: • Commercial lead for the contracts involved • Commodity manager (for e-catalogue implementations) • P2P champion/process owner for the MOD area/environment concerned For the supplier: • IT Project Manager • EDI Specialist • Commercial/sales manager for the contract For Capgemini: • Assigned Supplier Manager It is suggested that MOD host and chair this meeting and that Capgemini produce summary meeting notes or an action list (as this will be needed for follow-up meetings) Agenda for Meeting • Introductions – so that everyone in the meeting understands why everyone else is there. Exchange of business cards/contact details to assist future contacts. • Identification of contract(s) to be migrated – MOD to discuss the contracts that are being prepared to go onto P2P, progress to date and anticipated timescales. Note that the process of migrating contracts is a separate exercise (between you and MOD) to the process of getting you connected to DECS. • Ways of Working under P2P for these contracts – MOD to walk though the P2P process as it will be applied for these contracts. Supplier to comment on how these processes fit with their own systems and processes. o Discussion/agreement on the messages to be used – i.e. will it be the full message set (strongly recommended), or is it possible to run the process without (say) the order acknowledgement. This depends on the nature of the contract, what is being delivered etc. It is important to establish and agree the messages being used at this early stage so that development and testing concentrate on the correct areas o Discussion/agreement on delivery labels – are they going to be used, if so, what format o At the end of this section are some pointers to the areas that could be discussed, to allow some preparation. • DECS connectivity – Capgemini to run through the process to achieve technical connection and check point any progress made to date o Check that supplier has all the documentation they need – e.g. Service Implementation Guide, EDI interface specifications, connectivity checklist, EDI guidance document (i.e. this document), EDI Testing Guidelines and sample test data files o Check that information required by DECS registration has been provided – e.g. VAN details, interconnect forms and security forms. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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Highlight the importance of internal development and test phase and the exit criteria to be met before joint testing with us. (Note that we will expect you to put into writing confirmation that you have successfully completed your development and testing and are ready to test with us) o Explain the objectives and scope of confirmation and connectivity test phases o Establish some points of contact for the test phases o Cross check anticipated development/test timescales with MOD commercial expectations Discuss VAT – if this is your first attempt at electronic trading or invoicing, you will need to inform HM Revenue & Customs that you intend to do this. MOD and your supplier manager will be able to provide you with contacts to discuss this matter with. Develop and agree high level plan of key tasks/dates We arrange with you the first follow-up progress call or meeting. MOD would not normally need to attend the follow–up meetings as progress/issues would be fed back by the supplier manager as part of the standard supplier adoption process. Summarise actions o



• • • •



Parties should allow 2 to 3 hours for the meeting. Topics that should be considered The meeting should walk through each of the steps in the business process, highlighting key facts and the implications for IT systems processing where applicable. They are most logically discussed by considering the message types that will be exchanged. Purchase Orders • Types of order. Standard Purchase Order (SPO), Contract Purchase Agreement (CPA) and Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA). In P2P inventory need to consider repairs, conversions, diversions etc. • Order structure – header, line, shipment line – key data elements that occur at each level. The use and importance of the “Unique Order Identifier” (UOI) • Single line, multi-line, single shipment, multi-shipment orders • The use of “notes to supplier” • Any exceptions, ‘watch-fors’ and associated processing rules. Order Acknowledgements • Business rules – when and how to acknowledge, and at what level (order/line/shipment) • Different types of acknowledgment – accept, reject, accept with amendment – how to use the codes, how and when to use narrative. • Include manual and offline processes • Note that there is a single acknowledgement message, used to respond to Purchase Orders and Purchase Order Changes. Purchase Order Changes • Circumstances when PO Changes will be raised, interrelationship with Order Acknowledgments • Cancellations – order/line/shipment level • Content of the POC message in the above circumstances – transmission of all lines except cancelled etc. • POC revision numbers Despatch Advice (Advance Shipping notification(ASN)) • When to generate • Use of ASNs . 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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Invoicing - Invoice Generation • When to generate and at what level (shipment line) • Invoicing rules – single line only, despatched quantity only • Invoicing partial deliveries – match to shipment • Use of the GAX code • Invoicing the gross amount Invoicing - Invoices on Hold • The three-way match • Invoices against multi-line Purchase Orders • Circumstances that cause “Invoice on Hold”, and what you can do to avoid this • MOD procedures for handling “Invoice on Hold” Delivery Label • The delivery label is not a P2P “message”, but an MOD requirement referenced in Defcon 129J. There is also a label for the old IP inventory suppliers which may also be a requirement for supplying inventory.. • Format can generally be agreed between you and the MOD for the non inventory deliveries. • Specification and layout • Business rules for content for the various packaging scenarios that can arise • Exception Conditions and Other Items Request for Quotes • Circumstances under which the MOD may send an electronic message asking the supplier to provide costings for particular items and/or services • Prerequisites prior to a ‘request for quote’ being sent. Quotes • Guidelines under which the Quote should be sent The above would cover most of the circumstances that could arise, but it is worth ensuring – either within the above headings or separately – that your attention is brought to some key areas that have caused issues in the past: • Any restrictions on data field structure or length e.g. no decimal quantities, no invoice values with more than two decimal places etc. • How to process rejections or returns • MOD Receipting process • Explanation of the three-way matching process and the interface with the DBA and its systems. • Appendix B to this document contains a selection of “lessons learned” from implementations to date.
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Registration Forms Once you have registered your organisation’s interest on the DECS website (the stage 1 registration), you will receive an email from DECS containing an EDI checklist, an MOD security questionnaire and a number of initial questions regarding your current EDI set up. The checklist summarises the steps involved in connecting to DECS via EDI If you intend to carry out back-end integration, this document gives you much more detailed guidance on what needs to be done. One of the questions on the checklist is regarding your intention to integrate – to pre-warn the support teams and supplier manager. The checklist also asks for details of your EDI software and VAN provider. Unless you use the GXS Trading Grid (as DECS does), we will need to set up an interconnect agreement between your VAN and ours so that messages can flow between us. This is a straight-forward process providing you give us the information requested as we already have interconnect agreements with many of the major VANs. You will also need to provide us with a security contact, as described on the DECS Trading partner Security Contact form that the registration team will have sent you. The diagram below summarises the documents and forms you will be sent on initial registration.



Supplier



Submit Stage 1 DECS Registration Form on d2bTrade.com



Receive Stage 2 EDI email from Capgemini (including TP Interconnect Form, Security Contact Form, EDI Checklist, and VAN/Client s/ware questions)



Complete questions on the Stage 2 EDI email and return to DECS Registration



Commence Development & Test phases



Submit DECS Trading Partner Security Contact Form (incl. in Stage 2 email) to DECS Registration



Obtains test guidelines and test packs from Supplier Manager



Is your VAN supplier



N



Complete DECS Interconnect Form and email to DECS Registration and your VAN supplier



Y Download and read the DECS Service Implementation Guide from d2btrade.com



The DECS Service Implementation Guide, referred to in the diagram above, is a document detailing all the connectivity options for DECS and provides some additional useful information on EDI connectivity. It is recommended that you download and read this document.
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Supplier Development Project & Internal Testing This is Your Project This stage of the project is your responsibility. It is an internal IT development project where you are expected to enhance/amend your existing systems and processes to handle the agreed messages between yourself and the MOD. You are also expected to test the changes you have made and only when you are satisfied that these are working correctly can we commence the joint testing phases (confirmation and connectivity testing). This de-couples your internal work from Capgemini, DECS and the MOD and means you can progress in a timescale that suits you – although you need to be aware of any deadlines agreed with us or the MOD at the kick-off meeting, or since. To assist you in your project, we will • Provide you with detailed interface specifications for each of the messages in the P2P message set. • Provide you with a set of test data files. The input files (e.g. purchase order) can be loaded into your system and you will be able to check that the correct format output files (e.g. purchase order response) are generated. (The test scenarios covered by these test files are described in the companion document “2210_DECS P2P EDI Connectivity Testing Guidelines”) • Arrange regular check-point progress calls with you so that you can discuss any issues (or successes!) with your supplier manager and/or the support teams - refer to Appendix C for more detail on progress calls. • Ensure that you have telephone support throughout this phase as part of the standard supplier adoption process. Requests for information/assistance from Capgemini should be directed through the DECS Service desk (+44 (0)870 241 3569 or by email on [email protected]) - who will either answer the call for you or forward it to the most appropriate person to respond. These calls will be logged by the service desk and you will be issued with a call reference for each to help you and Capgemini track responses. • Ensure that you have Supplier Manager support until you are “DECS Ready” It is recommended that you create and maintain an issues log to summarise the issues raised throughout your project – including references to issues raised as calls with us. Open issues can be usefully discussed on the regular progress calls. Please note though that although we will assist and provide all the information you should need to connect correctly to DECS, we do not have a contractual agreement to get directly involved in your internal development project unless you would like to contract us to do so. Development Objectives The objectives of your development project will be • To amend existing, or create new, software to successfully accept inbound messages (Purchase Order, Purchase Order Change and Request for Quotes) in the format specified in the relevant interface specifications, process these messages in a standalone system or pass them into internal system (e.g. ERP systems and Sales Order Processing systems) • To amend existing, or create new, software to successfully create outbound messages (Purchase Order Acknowledgement, Despatch Advice (ASN) Invoice and Quotes) in the format specified in the relevant interface specifications in response to the inbound messages received. • To have IT processes in place to cater for issues such as re-presentation of messages and tracking – either directly, or as a result of the EDI and/or VAN software being used. • To have commercial/business processes in place to trade electronically with the MOD. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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The EDI development will in essence be a mapping (translation) exercise where you receive data in the DECS format, map this into your own systems, generate responses and map these into DECS format before sending back to us. The test scenarios covered by the test data files have been carefully chosen to be representative of the data you could expect to receive but we cannot claim that they are exhaustive and so you should also create your own test data to satisfy yourself that you have tested sufficiently. From past implementations, we have received feedback that may be of general use to you to highlight points of interest – please see appendix B. The P2P EDI Test Data Pack Your supplier manager will be able to provide you with a document called the “2210_DECS_P2P EDI connectivity testing guidelines” and a set of test data files. The test data is designed to ensure that as far as possible you can execute your internal testing in isolation and on an iterative basis until you are able to produce the required results from the data. The rationale behind providing a generic test data pack is: • That it can be issued to any number of suppliers on a ‘stand-alone’ basis, thereby enabling concurrent testing by many suppliers, each at their own pace. • The tests can be run multiple times by any supplier until they are satisfied that their output messages match those provided by us. • The amount of bespoke data creation and maintenance required will be minimal. • That it can be executed without the requirement for an EDI VAN or other ‘live’ communications link between DECS P2P and your systems. • It enables all of the principle data combinations and error conditions to be covered in a consistent and repeatable way. TP Test Scenarios The document ‘2210_DECS_P2P EDI connectivity testing guidelines’ shows details of the scenarios that have been created to give a representative set of message files. Each scenario has a number of message files associated with it that are the PO, POC and REQOTES files that are sent to the supplier from P2P and the POA, ASN, Invoice and QUOTES files that DECS P2P would expect to receive from the supplier’s system. The individual message files are identified in the document and contained within the set of files provided. Test Data Files The test data is designed to provide you with sufficient data to test for the various scenarios that may arise. It is not designed to provide a basis for volume testing. This data is generic in nature but is based on real messages, and can be used as templates for you to create files for use in the Internal Test phase. Exit criteria for your test phase You need to satisfy yourself that the following criteria have been met before you declare your internal testing complete and approach us for joint testing: • You can receive the Purchase Order (PO) message in DECS EDIFACT ORDERS format into your system(s) • You can map the data received on the PO and generate a Purchase Order Acknowledgement (POA) that exactly matches the format in the DECS EDIFACT ORDRSP specification. (This effectively means matching character by character that the response you generate is the same in field size, position and format as the samples in the test data. Where you use the supplied data as input, you should be able to achieve exact match on output.) This assumes POA is part of the message set you have agreed with then MOD. • You can receive the Purchase Order Change (POC) message in DECS EDIFACT ORDCHG 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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• • • • •



format into your system(s) (If the POC is part of the message set you have agreed with the MOD) You can map the data received on any POC and generate a Purchase Order Acknowledgement (POA) that exactly matches the format in the DECS ORDRSP specification. (Note that the response to a POC is exactly the same message as the response to a PO) You can generate a despatch Advice or ASN as per the specified DESADV format. You can generate an Invoice message in an exact match to the DECS EDIFACT INVOIC format. Again, where you use the supplied data as input, you should be able to achieve exact match on output. You can receive a Request for a quote into your system. You can generate a Quote message in an exact match to the DECS QUOTE format. Where you use the supplied data as input, you should be able to achieve exact match on output.



You should also be able to produce delivery documentation in a format as agreed with the MOD at the project kick-off meeting (which may be a full delivery label, as per MOD DEFCON/DEFFORM 129J and/or the old IP inventory label or some less detailed format.) Although not being able to produce the delivery documentation in the agreed format will not affect your testing with Capgemini, or your technical connection to DECS, it may affect the MOD’s ability to receipt goods or services you deliver to them and so delay any payments due to you. When you are satisfied that you have met the exit criteria above, you should complete a “Test Completion Certificate” and email this to your Supplier Manager, either directly, or via [email protected]. A sample “certificate” email is included in Appendix G. We will raise a change on our internal change management system to assist us in managing the next phases of testing: • Connectivity Testing – to check that can we send data to you, and that you can respond to us • Confirmation testing – to check that the data that passes between us in the correct format. Summary Key points for this test stage



Dev & testing is internal to you … It’s your project



We will give you sample test data as a starter
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Connectivity Testing The connectivity test validates that the end-to-end communications between the DECS Production environment and your live system works in both directions. This is a test carried out across the live VAN link using a simple, single line order and an acknowledgment (the actual data is irrelevant as we are only trying to prove connectivity.) However, we will ensure that no data, valid or otherwise, will actually be transferred into the production P2P system at this stage. The Messaging support team will create a test purchase order and send it to you via your VAN, using the interconnect agreement set up between our VAN and yours, if necessary. When you receive this order, you need to create and send an order acknowledgement back to us. We will inform you when we have sent the test order, and when we have received your response. Successful completion of this test will confirm that the VAN connections are set up and operational, and that once you have completed the confirmation tests as well, you will be able to be set to “DECS Ready”. The timing of this test is not critical, and depending on circumstances can be carried out before, after, or in parallel with, the confirmation test stage. Some special considerations If you intend using a connection to the MOD RLI (Restricted LAN Interconnect) rather than processing through a VAN, this test will be used to check that your RLI connection is operational and ready to process P2P messages. Summary Key points for this test stage



Testing with Live VAN and connections



Data content Not relevant
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Confirmation Testing The confirmation test is used to prove that you can accept and process data from P2P and that the data files you generate in response can be accepted back into P2P (and are in the agreed format). It is called a “confirmation test” as it should be merely confirming that your internal development and testing met the exit criteria described earlier in this document. We use a test environment (called the “ITR TSYS”) to carry out confirmation testing. This environment has all the P2P functionality but has no VAN connectivity – the DECS VAN is only connected to the live “Production” environment – and as this is governed by strict security rules and service level agreements, is not suitable for testing. Consequently, messages are passed between you and us by email – attaching individual text files of EDIFACT data to email messages between us. Assuming that you are using the full set of messages, the following diagram outlines the test stage.



Supplier Manager 1



2



5



CONFIRMATION TESTING Receive email Strip attachment and transfer into own system(s)



Supplier IT Dept



Raise a PO in Pre-Prod P2P and issue



PO sits in P2P Outbox



Intercept PO, Attach to an email message



9



Check contents in P2P



Receive email Strip attachment Load into P2P



Raise a POC in Pre-Prod P2P and issue



POC sits in P2P Outbox



Intercept POC, Attach to an email message



EMAIL
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Check contents in P2P



Receive email Strip attachment Load into P2P



EMAIL



Attach POA to an Email
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Check contents in P2P



Receive email Strip attachment Load into P2P



EMAIL



Attach DESADV to an Email



Generate Despatch Advice
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Check contents in P2P



Receive email Strip attachment Load into P2P



EMAIL



Attach Invoice to an Email



Generate Invoice
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REQOTE sits in P2P Outbox



Intercept REQOTE, Attach to an email message



Receive email Strip attachment and transfer into own system(s)



Process REQOTE & generate QUOTES



Check contents in P2P



Receive email Strip attachment Load into P2P



Raise a REQOTE in Pre-Prod P2P and issue
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EMAIL



EMAIL



EMAIL



EMAIL



Process PO & generate POA
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Attach POA to an Email Receive email Strip attachment and transfer into own system(s)



Process POC & generate POA* * Could include testing negative acknowledgements
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Attach QUOTES to an Email



Key: PO = Purchase Order (EDIFACT ORDERS) POA = Purchase Order Acknowledgement (ORDRSP) POC = Purchase Order Change Order (ORDCHG) INV = Invoice (INVOIC) REQOTE = Request for Quotation QUOTES = Quotation



These tests may be iterative if there are any issues with the messages or load processes. The test orders we generate in P2P and email out to you will contain mainly standard data familiar to the support teams, which has proven to be the most efficient way for us to manage this phase. However, we will, when necessary carry out limited customising or personalising of data if the helps you, though it is important to remember that this is a final confirmation test, not a full functional test. 22 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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As this test phase will be managed by your Supplier Manager, we will be able to monitor and check on progress as the project nears its conclusion. Summary Key points for this test stage



Test data exchanged by email – not via the VAN



Data content and format being validated
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Test data is standard – know content and known results
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Completing the Process The three stages of testing have confirmed the following: • Internal testing – your systems can process orders and order changes received in the P2P format and can generate order acknowledgements to orders/order changes that match the agreed specification for P2P. You can also create an Invoice matching the P2P specification. In addition you should also have confirmed that you have IT and business processes in place to cater for electronic trading with the MOD. • Confirmation testing – we confirm the results of your internal testing by generating further test data for you from a P2P test system, letting you process this through your system and generate responses for us to feed back into P2P. • Connectivity testing – we confirm that all connections are in place and operational to enable messages to pass between us, via the VANs, in the live/production environment. Once these stages have all successfully completed, the XIB support team will configure the DECS hub to route messages for you to/from the live MOD P2P system. The DECS Registration team will set you as “DECS Ready” and will inform the MOD. We will in future refer to you as an MOD DECS Trading Partner, rather than a supplier!
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DECS e-Catalogue Suppliers If you have elected to have some of your catalogues hosted on DECS you need to be aware that as well as getting yourself “DECS Ready” (i.e. connected to DECS and ready to trade with the MOD), you will also need to be “Catalogue Ready”. This process is described in the Supplier Engagement Guidance documents and your Supplier Manager for your catalogue implementation will guide you through that process. The two connection processes can run independently but you would also need to discuss catalogues at the initial 3-way kick-off meeting as it will impact the business processes and possibly the message set that you agree to use.
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Appendix A – Referenced Documents Description



Document Reference



EDIFACT message specification for Orders



1287_DECS_P2P EDIFACT ORDERS Message Implementation Guide



EDIFACT message specification for Change Orders



1288_DECS_P2P EDIFACT ORDCHG Message Implementation Guide



EDIFACT message specification for Invoices



1289_DECS_P2P EDIFACT INVOIC Message Implementation Guide



EDIFACT message specification for Order Response (acknowledgements)



1290_DECS_P2P EDIFACT ORDRSP Message Implementation Guide



EDIFACT message specification for Despatch Advice (Advance Shipping Notices – ASN)



2212_DECS_P2P EDIFACT DESADV Specification



EDIFACT message specification for Request for Quotation



2216_DECS_P2P EDIFACT REQOTE Specification



EDIFACT message specification for electronic Quotation



2217_DECS_P2P EDIFACT QUOTES Specification



Guide detailing connectivity options for DECS



1407_DECS_P2P Service Implementation Guide



Guide to Suppliers intending to use the DECS e-Catalogue for P2P



2004_DECS_Supplier Engagement Guidance Document



Guide to Suppliers internal testing requirements including examples.



2210_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Testing Guidance
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Appendix B – Helpful hints on test data From past implementations, we have received feedback that may be of general use to you to highlight points of interest when testing.



Purchase Orders and Purchase Order Changes PO-1. Multiple Shipment Destinations On orders with multiple shipment lines, note that P2P can generate shipping lines for various differing locations for an order line. You cannot assume that all shipments on an order/line are for the same delivery location. The supplied test data packs reflect this in some scenarios. These test scenarios are to be found in the document “2210_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Testing Guidance.doc”, see Scenarios 2 and 3. This situation occurs because P2P will accumulate purchase requisitions internally, combining them where it can when creating orders. The order will obviously be for a single supplier, and the line for a single stock item, but the shipment dates and locations can vary as required.



PO-2. Where is the “Ship To Address” on my MOD order? Previous testing has highlighted the need to clarify to Trading Partners the way in which MOD specify “ship to” addresses on P2P orders. MOD identify their P2P “ship to” addresses by means of Unit Identification Numbers (UIN). P2P orders could have UINs specified at both header and line/shipment level. If the Shipment Line 'Ship To' is defined, this takes precedence over any UIN specified on the header. If the “ship to” on the Shipment Line is null, the header UIN should be used as the default. Normally MOD will set the header UIN to '9999' in P2P which will result in a “ship to” address segment of the form NAD+ST++9999' This indicates that the shipment address should be taken from the Shipment Line but some suppliers/orders currently have the default header UIN set to the D2710D (which actually indicates the Defence Bills Agency, Liverpool). The general rule for development is therefore: • Look at every shipment record for the ship to address NAD+ST++HQ:BIG BARRACKS::Cumberland+++Northville:162::United Kingdom+NV9 2TB' LOC+8+:::A0086A' •



If the shipment record is null (which should be rare, if ever), use the ship to address from the purchase order header.
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Example Consider a Purchase Order with 4 shipment lines: • Where the header indicates ship to location A • shipment line # 1 indicates to ship to location B • shipment line # 2 has no ship to location defined • shipment line # 3 indicates ship to location A • shipment line # 4 indicate ship to location C In this case: • Shipment Line # 1 goes to location B • Shipment Line #2 and #3 both go to location A • Shipment Line #4 goes to location C



PO-3. Item (part) Numbers – where do they appear on the P2P EDI Order? Previous testing with Trading Partners has highlighted the possibility of misinterpretation of the DECS (P2P) EDIFACT ORDERS Message implementation guide. It is possible in P2P for the MOD to raise Purchase Orders that are not linked to specifically defined items with MOD Item Numbers. This is often the case for items on the P2P e-Catalogue system, where items may be referenced by a supplier’s own item number. Where orders are non e-Catalogue they are more likely to contain an MOD item number instead of a supplier’s item number, though not in every case. Trading Partners need to be aware that both the MOD item number and the Supplier’s Item Number are optional on orders created by P2P – population of these fields depends on how the MOD set up the orders within P2P. If both MOD Item Number and Supplier’s Item Number are blank, the description of the goods ordered by MOD will be shown in the item description. The sample EDI test packs issued to assist Trading Partners in internal testing for EDI connectivity, whilst not claimed to be exhaustive, do cover the various combinations. Your system needs to be able to handle receiving any combination of the MOD and Supplier Item number, and process the order appropriately in their own internal systems. EDIFACT Detail Example 1 - produced from an e-Catalogue order LIN+1++:VN' PIA+5+C50189:AU' Note that the reference used here is the supplier’s item number, located in the PIA segment. There is no MOD item number shown – however, this is just an example, and depending on how MOD have the item mapped in their catalogue, the e-Catalogue item could have a MOD item ref as well (as in example 3)



Example 2 - produced from a non-e-Catalogue order 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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LIN+1++KM0060000000015:VN' PIA+5+:AU' In this case, the reference used is the MOD item number – and it is located in the LIN segment. There is no supplier’s item number provided. Example 3 (Often used as a test file during confirmation with the Capgemini P2P Support team, but perfectly valid as a P2P order) LIN+1++KM0010000000005:VN' PIA+5+HA3199:AU' In this case, both the MOD item number (in LIN) and Supplier Item Number (in PIA) are provided. Orders would also appear like this for e-Catalogue items where the MOD had additionally mapped the catalogue item to an MOD item reference - see note on example 1 above) The usage, as in the above examples, is described in the EDIFACT ORDERS message guide v1.5 (for the “old” message set) or v7.0 (for the “new” message set) as follows: MOD item number – (v1.5 Page 37/v7.0 Page 39) LIN segment C212/7140 Item number Line Item Code (NIIN) – Segment 1 of P2P Item Code Some of the usage of function descriptions in the specification may appear to contradict this, but the segment is used for the MOD item number. Suppliers Item Number (v1.5 Page 38/v7.0 Page 40) PIA segment C212/7140 Item number Full procurement reference no. – used to hold Trading Partner's commercial part number Some of the usage of function descriptions in the specification may appear to contradict this, but the segment is used for the Supplier’s item number. Example 4 – produced when the PO is for a (non catalogue) service rather than specific goods LIN+1++:VN' PIA+5+:AU' IMD+F++:::3 Days Consultancy’ In this case, both the supplier’s and MOD items references are blank and the line item description describes the service being ordered by the MOD. Order Changes If you are processing the Purchase Order Change message (ORDCHG) in your trading with the MOD, the same points as above apply to the revised orders as well.



PO-4. Apparent reversal of Quantity and Price on orders received. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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In P2P, MOD users can set up each line on a purchase order to be either “Quantity-Based Purchasing” or “Amount-Based Purchasing” by specifying a “line type”. Quantity-Based Purchasing This line type allows a MOD user to specify the quantity and unit price (and optionally unit of measure) for the items they are ordering. For example they might buy a dozen pens for £10. P2P provides this type of line as the default for ordering goods. These would come through to you from P2P, look “normal”, and should cause no concern. Amount-Based Purchasing This line types allows a MOD user to order services and other items by amount. They can create an order for a service by selecting this line type and specifying the item description and total amount of the service. They can then receive and match by amount, and make partial receipts if appropriate. It is the adoption by MOD, (as recommended by Oracle), of amount based purchasing for services that is causing confusion for trading partners when they receive the orders from P2P – some trading partners have reported that the quantity and price are “reversed”. When a MOD user creates a requisition in P2P for a service and chooses amount-based purchasing, P2P automatically sets the unit price to 1 for the line and enters the default unit of measure. The MOD user cannot change either of these values. They then enter the amount of service in the quantity field. The total line value is, in simple terms, still price multiplied by quantity so the order line value to the trading partner is correct. For example, MOD may order £50,000 worth of consulting over the next year. When they are entering this into P2P, because of the amount-based line type, P2P skips the unit of measure, sets the price to 1 and the 50,000 is entered into the quantity field. When they want to record a “delivery” of the service, say the first £20,000 worth of consultancy, they will record a receipt quantity of 20,000 which will allow the trading partner to invoice for £20,000 and be paid. This use of line type is standard practice in Oracle Purchasing, and is covered in the training MOD gives to all P2P users who need to raise requisitions/orders. This process should cause no problem for a trading partner who will be able to invoice for partial “deliveries” if/as permitted by their contract, or invoice the full amount on completion.
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Acknowledgements A-1. Same Message to respond to Orders and Order Changes It should be noted that the order acknowledgement/response made to the Purchase Order and Purchase Order Change are exactly the same EDIFACT message to DECS (ORDRSP) Your system may need to distinguish if it is responding to an order or an order change, but the eventual response to DECS is identical.
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Invoices



I-1. Tax Included Flag In the INVOIC EDIFACT message for the invoice line IMD segment (Item Description), the final required field is a “Tax Included ‘Y’ or ‘N’” flag. This field MUST be set to N to be accepted by P2P - setting it to Y will mean that P2P rejects the invoice and so payment will not be made to you. Setting the field to N, indicates to P2P that there is not a separate invoice line being sent containing the VAT amount – this allows P2P to calculate the VAT itself to check the invoice. . For example, suppose you have supplied goods valued at £100.00 and VAT at 17.5% is applicable. The invoice header you send will be for £117.50 (the full gross amount) The invoice line will be for £100.00 and the “Tax Included” flag will be ”N” When P2P receives this invoice it will take the £100.00 line item, calculate the VAT as £17.50, and validate the total against the invoice header.



I-2. Payment Terms In the INVOIC EDIFACT message Header record PAT segment (Payment Terms) the field must contain the payment terms description as sent on the purchase Order or Purchase Order change. It is case sensitive i.e. if ‘Immediate’ is sent on the Purchase Order and ‘IMMEDIATE’ sent on the invoice then there will be a failure in matching this invoice to the Order.



I-3. Invoicing across Multiple MOD Delivery Sites (More of a usability guide, or a programming hint than a testing issue – but it may assist your business getting paid more quickly) Be aware that if you are submitting an invoice that spans multiple MOD delivery sites, this invoice will not be cleared for payment until ALL sites have receipted delivery within P2P. (For the P2P 3 way match to complete, all items on an invoice need to be receipted.) If your software/system design allows it, it may be beneficial to you to create an invoice per site so that a delay in MOD receipting at one site does not hold up payment for all the other sites on the invoice.
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P2P Shipping Labels



L-1. Delivery/Shipping Label Format Deffcon 129J specifies a full format for the MOD delivery label, including bar-coding. There is also an inventory label that the former IP suppliers were using which is still required for P2P until the labels can be amalgamated. If you have label production software, or intend writing some, then the Deffcon 129J document will act as a useful requirement specification for the standard non-inventory labels. For Inventory labels you should check the requirements with your MOD commercial contract. You should check with your MOD commercial contacts that there is a genuine requirement for you to supply a delivery label with your goods or services, and at what level (e.g. individual item, case, container load). Past experience has shown us that the MOD can be flexible on delivery labels and that the requirement very much depends on the nature of your contracts and deliverables. In many cases, a simple, email can be sufficient. The purpose of the delivery label is to enable the MOD to receipt the goods/services you supply, at the Unique Order Identifier level (i.e. at shipment line level) for standard and the URRI (Unique Receipt Reference Identifier) level for certain inventory suppliers The delivery label, or equivalent, is an ideal subject to discuss at the 3 way meeting at project start up.
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Appendix C – Progress Calls Throughout your internal development and test phase we need to keep in touch to review progress and give a “heads-up” to the support teams to warn them when they will need to become more involved. It is recommended that these progress calls initially take place fortnightly. By the time we get to the connectivity and confirmation test phases you will be working more closely with your supplier manager, which will keep us in touch with progress. The calls are between you and Capgemini only, so do not involve the MOD. Any matters that arise that require MOD action or contacts will be taken as action points by the most appropriate person on the call. Purpose of Meeting The objective of the conference calls is to checkpoint progress against the current plan, identify any issues or potential issues/risks, and give us a chance to talk together. Suggested attendees From your organisation: • IT Project Manager • EDI Specialist • (Optional) Commercial/business representative From Capgemini: • Assigned Supplier Manager • Representative(s) from XIB messaging support team – when appropriate for the stage of the project (mainly required for connectivity testing) The supplier manager will set up and chair the call and issue a brief summary of action points afterwards. (See appendix D for a format that can be used to document the call). Agenda for Meeting • Introductions – when anyone “new” is on the call. • Review of actions from last call, if appropriate. • Summary of progress on development and testing for: o o o o o



• • • • • •



o o o



Order Message Order Acknowledgement ASN Order Change Order Change Acknowledgement (same message as Order Acknowledgement, but triggered by change order) Invoice Delivery label/documentation Request for Quote and Quotation



Summary of progress on connectivity testing, when appropriate. Review/update any open service desk calls, or issues on your issue log. Raising any new issues/questions Estimation/confirmation of expected completion date Summary of actions Arrange next meeting



Calls should last no more than 30 minutes, and will most probably be briefer than that, especially after the first one. 2209_DECS_P2P EDI Connectivity Guidance for Suppliers Version 2.1: December 2006
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Appendix D – Progress Call Action List EDI Connectivity Progress Call Supplier : nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn Reference:nnnnnnn Date of Call: dd/mm/yy Present:



For Supplier



For Capgemini



Action Notes: Ref



Description
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By When



By Whom
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Appendix E – Glossary Term/abbreviation BPA DECS EARS



EDI GAX



Messaging team



MOD NCAGE OA P2P PO POC TPTO URRI VAN XIB



Meaning Blanket Purchase Agreement – a type of order within P2P Defence Electronic Commerce Service Extended Action Request System. EARS is the name given to the service desk system and software used by Capgemini. Calls and changes raised through the system are known as EARS calls/changes. All EARS calls and changes have a unique reference number. Electronic Data Interchange The MOD “GAX” code, made up of the 5 digit contractor code and a 2digit Vendor Site identifier. This code must be sent on the invoice – it is a code recognisable to the Defence Bills Agency, and they will not process your payment without a valid GAX code. Support team, based in Bristol, managing the core DECS infrastructure and in particular the messaging hub that routes all transactions between you and MOD. You may hear them referred to as the “XIB team” – based on the software the hub is created with. This team will carry out all aspects of ensuring that messages pass correctly between you and DECS when testing, and then onto the MOD when you have gone “live Ministry of Defence The “NATO Commercial and Government Entity” – the location code for the Trading Partner. Used in DECS to route messages through the integration hub from P2P to the Trading Partner, and vice versa. Order Acknowledgement, based on the EDIFACT ORDRSP message Purchase to Payment Purchase Order, based on the EDIFACT ORDERS message Purchase Order Change Order, based on the EDIFACT ORDCHG message Trading Partner Take On – DECS team charged with adopting suppliers onto DECS and P2P. All the Supplier Managers are part of the TPTO team. Unique Receipt Reference Indentifier Value Added Network Software used to route messages through DECS to/from trading partners.
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Appendix F – Template Project Plan Outline list of tasks for an EDI Connection Project: Name



Suggested Resource



Connecting to DECS via EDI DECISION Register Stage 1, select EDI



Supplier



Issue EDI registration pack



Supplier Manager



Review pack and EDI decision



Supplier,Supplier Manager



EDI confirmed as way forward



Supplier



Inform Capgemini of VAN, Software etc



Supplier



Process Interconnect forms



DECS Registration



CHANGES & INTERNAL TESTING Acquire DECS EDIFACT specs



Supplier



3 way meeting



Supplier,Supplier Manager,MOD



Agree Message Set



Supplier,MOD



Agree Process



Supplier,MOD



Development Requirement Agreed/confirmed Orders (ORDERS) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



ORDERS ready Order Acknowledgements (ORDRSP) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



ORDRSP ready Order Changes (ORDCHG) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



ORDCHG ready Change Order Acknowledgements (ORDRSP) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier
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ORDRSP ready for change orders Despatch Advice (DESADV) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



Despatch Advice Ready Invoices (INVOIC) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



Invoice Request for Quotes (REQOTE) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



Request for Quote ready Quote (QUOTES) Specify changes



Supplier



Code and Unit test



Supplier



Check results against DECS Sample data



Supplier



Quotes Ready All messages tested Raise acceptance certificate email & send to Capgemini Supplier Checkpoint Progress Calls Checkpoint Progress Calls 1



Supplier, Supplier Manager



Checkpoint Progress Calls 2



Supplier, Supplier Manager



Checkpoint Progress Calls 3



Supplier, Supplier Manager



CONNECTIVITY TESTING Raise EARS call for Capgemini testing



DECS Registration



Configure XIB



DECS Messaging Team



Send test order (content immaterial)



DECS Messaging Team



Respond to test order



Supplier



Two way comms OK Inform Supplier Manager



DECS Messaging Team



CONFIRMATION TESTING Send test order(s)



Supplier Manager



Acknowledge test order(s)



Supplier



Send order change(s)



Supplier Manager
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Acknowledge order change(s)



Supplier



Send Despatch Advice(s)



Supplier



Check & load Despatch Advice



Supplier Manager



Send Invoice(s)



Supplier



Check & load invoice(s)



Supplier Manager



Send Request for Quote



Supplier Manager



Send Quote



Supplier



All messages tested OK Inform MOD



DECS Registration



Set Supplier config fully live



DECS Messaging Team, Supplier Manager



Trading Partner DECS Ready



Please contact your supplier manager for this electronic versions of this plan (which is available in a variety of formats) if you require it, or alternatively contact the DECS Service Desk .
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Appendix G – Test Completion Certificate This appendix contain a template for an email that should be sent to us for you to confirm that you have completed your development and tested it, meeting the test exit criteria as described earlier in this document. Email to [email protected] Subject : : Successful completion of P2P EDI testing Detail: This mail is to inform you that we have completed our internal testing for P2P EDI connectivity. I can confirm that: • •



• • • • • •



We can receive the Purchase Order (PO) message in DECS EDIFACT ORDERS format into our system(s) We can map the data received on the PO and generate a Purchase Order Acknowledgement (POA) that exactly matches the format in the DECS EDIFACT ORDRSP specification. . We can receive the Purchase Order Change (POC) message in DECS EDIFACT ORDCHG format into our system(s) . We can map the data received on any POC and generate a Purchase Order Acknowledgement (POA) that exactly matches the format in the DECS ORDRSP specification. . We can generate a despatch Advice (Advance Shipping Notification) We can generate an Invoice message in an exact match to the DECS EDIFACT INVOIC format. We can receive a request for quote (REQOTE) message in DECS EDIFACT standard into our system We can generate a quote in response to a request for Quote in an exact match to the DECS EDIFACT QUOTES format. 



Please arrange for us to proceed to the next stage of testing and for the Capgemini support team(s) to contact me to discuss when we will be able to do this. Regards For > > >
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- - - End of Document - - -
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